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This is the link to this Word document - 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/MikeLindellCyberSynposiumNotes.pdf 

August 10, 2021 - First Day Mike Lindell Cyber Symposium - Tuesday 

 

The following Word Document is my notes during this 3 day cyber symposium in Sioux Falls, South Dakota by 

Mike Lindell the founder of My Pillow. 

There was a long movie before my notes on the first day that I had seen in part before and did not take notes. Link 

here for the movie. Some of my notes may be so short as not to be completely understood without seeing all of the 

3 days so bare with me.  I could only write so fast and did not capture everything that was said. 

START OF MY NOTES 

It is against federal law to have tabulators connect to the internet during elections. 

 Wi-Fi has hot spots. 

 Fire up hot spots can see all connections. 

 Politicians have real time access to live votes. 

 They can add or take out votes. 

The voting equipment, e.g. vote tabulators has communication ports on the equipment or mother board. 

One person has complete control over the States of Connecticutt, New Hampshire, and New England. 

The Secretary of State is ignoring… 

Look for a partnership and who they certify is only one. 

https://home.frankspeech.com/tv/video/your-wake-call-help-save-our-country-share-everywhere
https://home.frankspeech.com/tv/video/your-wake-call-help-save-our-country-share-everywhere
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Look at who they contract to and the state wide registered db. 

Mike Lindell's Cyber Team set up a mock election center using real equipment to demonstrate how this equipment 

and the network can be easily hacked and manipulated.  Link here for a 7 minute demonstration. 

 

August 11, 2021 - Second Day - Wednesday 

 

Dr. Frank statements: 

There is mountains of evidence that does not make it into the courts. 

Political question doctrine for legislature not courts versus… 

Detailed case which goes to court. 

There were two cases by Dr. Frank and Dr. Helca where evidence was entered into court. 

Joe Oltmann and Tech CEO exposed the Dominion fraud is a guest speaker.  He was forced out of his company. 

There are many reasons why you want to trigger and audit. 

 Deviation in Code, in Laws and in Behavior are three. 

 Breach in Public Trust is another. 

The counties municipal corporations have to keep election 22 months. It is considered public trusted information. 

Look at data before and after logs are deleted. 

https://home.frankspeech.com/tv/video/simulation-how-your-votes-can-be-flipped
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Tina of Colorado, Mesa County is a brave whistle blower. 

There is a Breach of Trust by not disclosing, covering up information or destruction of forensic evidence. 

 At this point an audit should be triggered. 

They deleted data in all 50 states; this is a Breach of Trust. 

Dominion CEO was absolutely covering up with foreign countries. 

There is documentation in several states. 

Dr. Frank told Montana Senator Theresa Manzella that there should be a backup of every election device. 

Dr. Douglas C. Frank was a key speaker in the symposium and you can see him in this 56 minute video interview 

by Mike Lindell after you scan these notes.  He was very impressive as were all of the guests.  

There were 6 Montana legislators at this symposium!  Congratulations Montana you make me proud…finally! 

Complete forensic records of all ballot images on all devices are needed. 

Those involved in this election cover up are ignoring the law completely. 

Judges Moses, 16 years far left family lawyer who marched with her/his family for Anitfia May 20, YEAR? 

colluded with cover up plaintiff was anti Trump, anti police, i.e. they are everything they say they are not! 

Eric Truma…sp officer at Dominion and Director of Security and Strategy is tied with Antifia.  He stated "don't 

worry about the election; I made sure Trump won't win". 

48 to 50 states were represented at the Lindell Cyber Symposium. 

https://home.frankspeech.com/tv/video/scientific-proof-internationally-renowned-physicist-absolutely-proves-2020-election-was
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Open source is where data comes from a public access. 

Dominion is systematically "updating", i.e. wiping the data on their machines around the country is against the law 

stating election data must be held secure for 22 months. 

Passwords are withheld in Arizona.  Password problems in Colorado and hand coded into the code. Company 

passwords are used by employees for their own personnel passwords. 

State language is not consistent. Law language needs to be very definitive.   

SB drives shall not be used. 

So many loopholes. 

Michigan violates 16 laws without prosecution. 

Gaps in laws. 

One side promoting transparency (the light) versus ….. 

One side covering up and obligating (the dark)  

We need to reclaim the Republic. 

D (or P) CAPS being used to remotely access data. 

28 states are using the same machines. 
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Figure 1- I inserted this graphic from my ongoing research - Link here 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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Secretary of State - 

 Void law for contract 

 County clerks not complying with outside language 

 Dominion says they would pay for legal (e.g. of county…) 

 Dominion can walk into anywhere they want. 

 The need to invoke the power of the court to use force. 

We are not holding them accountable of crimes impacting hundreds of millions of people. 

System is fundamentally broken and compromised. 

Get a copy of the Dominion/ESS contract & maintenance activity from your local county. 

The county election people are public servants. 

Removing the battery from the election equipment is not in the Prevention Maintenance Contract. 

Maricopa County AZ is leading the way for voting reform. 

America needs to get away from these connected voting machines. 

We need to go back to paper secured ballots that cannot be copied and where we have actual auditable tracks. 

There are no audit trails now. 

The cost of a full forensic audit is between $4/ballot to $7/ballot. 

Only 5% of the infrastructure bill is going to infrastructure. i.e. if they can pass a trillion dollar for "infrastructure" 

they can fund state election audits for all 50 states.  The cost for integrity is worth it, i.e. whatever it takes.   
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What is the cost if we do not do full audits, i.e. we lose our freedom and liberty. 

What is the next step/road map after audits? 

40 million have view the Mike Lindell Cyber Symposium at this time. 

Use Newsmax & OAN - One America News Network  best patriot news sources. 

Dominion is suing from November 9, 2020 to now and deleting files. 

Dr. Shiva comes on as a speaker. 

NASD = National Association of State Election Directors. 

Target by one state plus NASD via Twitter 

Tucker Carlson reports on news a year later for his benefit. 

Elections operations play book. 

 Belfer Center 

 Part I & II 

 Assess level of threat 

 Found on Harvard Server 

 Upset elections are not all centralization. 

Elections infrastructure. 

 Laundering censorship to subvert the 1st Amendment. 

 1st Amendment has been destroyed. 

https://www.newsmax.com/
https://www.oann.com/tag/patriot/
https://www.belfercenter.org/about
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 We have Selections NOT Elections. 

 Domestic censorship infrastructure. 

 We can only win by bottom up movement. 

 We need to become the light. 

 www.truthfreedomhealth.com 

 Dr. Shiva movement is beyond being left or right. 

 Get rid of electronic voting machines. 

 Understand interaction. 

 Not all technology is good. 

 This problem is created by government and Homeland Security. 

Shane Skinner next speaker talks on how the historical statistical bell weather predictive measures showed Trump 

would win. 

 There were 8 million excess Biden votes quoted by Shane Skinner. 

 Trump bell weather historically predictive districts/counties voted 18 to 1 Trump. 

   OH, IA, FL and NC since 1896 were 100% accurate predicting who would win a presidential election, i.e. 

mixed demographics. 

 Since 1892 no incumbent has gained votes and lost reelection. 

 Speaks on registration trends, e.g. Pennsylvania from 2016 to 20 gained in registration 21:1 

 

Next Speaker Drazza (sp) Tech speaks on how the votes were manipulated 

 Explains how predefined set points in the electronic voting work like cruise control on an automobile. 

http://www.truthfreedomhealth.com/
https://home.frankspeech.com/article/elections-expert-seth-keshel-releases-national-fraud-numbers-finds-81-million-excess-votes
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 An algorithm controls how many votes go to Trump and Biden. 

 The algorithm looks at all the votes available in the state/county including dead voters, illegal voters, 

registered voters, duplicate voters as in the same ballot scanned in multiple times, et al and systematically 

redistribute the votes to a pattern that is close to the actual vote but enough to throw the vote to the desired 

candidate desired, i.e. Biden in this case. 

 This application was used in 30 states showing these changes with very close to the same differences. 

 The Florida vote using time base data was predefined to go to Biden. One million votes were taken from 

Trump however, Trump still won that state. 

 In this state they could not drive/manipulate the votes enough because they ran out of names to use, i.e. the 

fraudulent votes, excess votes, duplicate votes, illegal votes, voters who moved, et al.  

 The votes were manipulated as the votes came in using this algorithm to lean the state vote count more to 

Biden and less to Trump. 

 They wanted Florida to go to Biden because it was more of a Trump state as Trump has a home there, i.e. 

Psych Operation. 

 Thus it was a long time to call Pennsylvania State to reset the algorithm and initial set point and trend. 

 They used 2010 voting patterns 

 

Note: Mike Lindell at the end of the symposium on August 12, next day went through every states actual vote 

versus the reported vote and show how in all states Trump recorded votes were reported lower than his actual and 

conversely how Biden's recorded votes were higher than his actual.  Cyber teams were able to back out the effect 

of the algorithms influence on each states votes to determine the real vote for Trump and Biden had the election not 

been manipulated.  

Next Speaker Captain Telsa (sp) speaks on voting registration trends.  
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 Here is my sketch of one graph he displayed showing the common pattern they found in some 30 states of 

the how the votes came over time and then leveled off along some pre set point line.   

  

 There appeared to be a similar ratio of the Trump/Biden vote also indicating a manipulation of the vote. 

 There was also indication of pre approval of voting margins, similar patterns and trends. 

 There was an infusion in the voting system to all states. 

 There appeared to be a distributed control giving a certain percentage to each state as in a synchronized 

voting control. 

 Dr. Douglas C. Frank wrote a book on how he thinks this fraud was designed. 

 He also appears on an interview with Truth & Liberty Coalition May 31, 2021.  He is introduced as a "died 

in the wool liberal".  Dr. Frank has been modeling elections since he was a kid of 14 I think he says.  

 At least a dozen independent sources confirmed the discoveries of Dr. Frank.  

August 12, 2021 - Third & Last Day - Thursday 

http://www.truthandliberty.net/
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Maricopa County AZ Panel Speaking 

 Must return to paper ballots and hand count - 2 AZ Senators. 

 Dominion is suing over 200 people using threatening letters. 

 Alan Dershowitz attorney for Mike Lindell speaks via Zoom. 

 Demand your state open up their machines for inspection. 

 Last night, August 11, 2021 another house was raided. 

 

Next session speaks on Voting Networks with Jazza Smith and Mark Cook. 

1. Within 10 minutes two people in the audience intruded and modified the password on the network. 

2. Security is not updated on voting equipment, i.e. years out of date. 

3. Voting security does not meet credit card security standards. 

4. Nor PCI compliance. 

5. Nor Firewall standards. 

6. Nor Encryption standards. 

 

 Election judge or sheriff not allowed to see election equipment. 

 Weak to no certification of the voting equipment being checked. 

 There are remote management cards on the voting equipment. 

 i.e. IDRAT, a remote access card, CVE - Common Vulnerability Search Errors 

 There are known vulnerabilities. 

 One can easily purchase online tool kits to test and hack vulnerabilities. 

 A voting related company Disparatee (sp) has been implicated. 

 A list of intelligent questions and actions is being made up by the Lindell Cyber Team for use by legislators. 

 Key web site and author helping to fix elections - https://letsfixstuff.org/ 

https://letsfixstuff.org/
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 There are a million ways to hack a server/network. 

 There are lots of back doors in cheap chips on the market used temping voting equipment users to go the cheap 

route and then have serious intrusion problems later and having to call cyber experts to come in and analyze the 

problems. 

 Evidence of county election departments ordering more printed ballots than registered voters. 

 One printing company was even mailing the ballots to the "voters". 

 Serbia coders (enterprise partner) used by Dominion which was also used by the Bank of China Wahway was 

building the code. 

 

Next speaker Joe Oltmann - Tech CEO    

 

 ES&S employees going into politics and then getting into election departments and then the county goes 

blue. 

 There are mountains of evidence that voting fraud is real existing. 

 There has been a massive fraud on the American people. 

 There is a preponderance of coincidences - boxes of evidences. 

 The server is the repository for all reports about the county and is the control brain. 

 There are three key areas to detect election fraud, the law, the code and the behavior. 

 Any deviation in one or all of these three from state to state is legal reason enough for lack of trust to invoke 

a state wide full election audit. 

 There are thousands of affidavits testifying under oath fraud happen. 

 It is a 5 year prison sentence for lying under perjury. 
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 Why are we letting our election system being run by foreigners?! 

 Advocate for a system that restores our Constitutional Republic. 

 5% of the 1.2 trillion only going to infrastructure while all 50 states election system is allowed to go rotten. 

 

Next speaker - Professor of Law David Clements 

 What is behind the corrupt vote? 

 They could not control Trump. 

 He was a liability for the vote trafficking cartel. 

 THEY = THE INTERNATIONAL/TRANSNATIONAL VOTE TRAFFICKING CARTEL 

 Election cartels are worldwide! 

 THEY had the plan to get vote trafficking orgs. in the counties & state as needed. 

 America has been inundated with propaganda and we have been fried to accept this garbage as the truth! 

 Dominion CEO committed perjury. 

o The VP stated "make sure he is not fuc…. President again."  

 Counting the same vote multiple times at least 30,000 times. 

 Presents the Cruise Control Theory of how the election was manipulated. 
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 Michigan State 2020 votes coming in - graph above. 

 Vertical axis - Number of votes in millions. 

 Horizontal axis - Hour, Minute, Seconds (EST). 

 Blue = Biden and Red = Trump. 
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 The above fixing of the vote is also shown on Page 62 of my research regarding how Michigan vote was 

fixed on election night, Link here.  

 The election monopoly companies are now engaged in a cleanup process, i.e. erasing the history of data on 

their machines state by state via "updates". 

  

Figure 2 Jack table not part of Lindell Cyber Symposium - Taken from Election Fraud in America cont. updated. 

 

 A former CISA Chief testified that the 2020 election was most secure. 

 Shredded ballots found in dumpster in Maricopa County AZ. 

 Arizona Hickman family farm goes up in flames. 

 Is this part of the "clean up, aka or shut up"? 

 How do we catch these vote traffickers? 

 Tina Peters, Elections Clerk Mesa County AZ testifies. 

 Email server links in Maricopa County AZ transactions followed to Senegal Africa and to China. 

 China throws big $$$ to 3rd world countries in Africa to set up their business and technology there. 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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 There has been an ongoing battle for 3 days at the cyber symposium, e.g. outside and inside agitators, cyber 

attacks, 3 of the 4 main platforms set up to communicate the symposium were taken down. 

 Considering using RICO laws. 

 There are lots of county clerks who don't know they have been trained to do vote fraud. 

 Sourcing of the election fraud is being traced to vote trafficking orgs. & international election cartels. 

 Patriots are to become harden prosecutors. 

 November 3, 2020 election fraud definitely happened! 

 We need to restore the American Republic NOW before there is none. 

 We need to restore the rightful President. 

 Coward judges after coward judges after coward judges! 

 They are part of the election cartel. 

 By in large the legislators were also cowards. 

 The capital was stormed by peaceful protestors still rotting in prison who were targeted and forgotten and 

have become political prisoners.' 

 We have all landed on Normandy! 

 They are going for INFORMATION DOMINANCE. 

 The China Communist Party (CCP) is a transnational criminal organization. 

END OF Professor of Law David Clements Speaking Session 

 

Mesa County House to House canvassing project wrap up by Mom's wrap up find most votes stolen were by 

Democrats 

 They are taking your country from your children. 
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 Absolute cover up. 

 They took 3 of the 4 network platforms of Mike Lindell's down but he was able to continue the cyber 

symposium with the 4th. 

 50 states were represented at the 3 day symposium. 

 Ask your state AG to get standing for SCOTUS. 

 Colorado SOS Griswold shuts down citizen testimony stealing the power from the people. 

 Disrupters, agitators in crowd inside and outside trying to steal personal information to discredit legislators. 

 Mike Lindell was physically accosted.  

 There is insurrection and evidence of a cyber poison pill. 

 www.frankspeech.com  went down about 3PM MDT with Error 1020 Access denied. 

 

Scribed by: 

 

Jack Venrick 

On August 14, 2021 Final Draft 

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org 

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

http://www.frankspeech.com/
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B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 

 

P.S. 1 -  

Click on the Ben Garrison Graphic below to understand/believe how your sovereignty HAS BEEN TAKEN. 

 

 

P.S. 2 - graphics below were extracted from Election Fraud in America - A National Disgrace

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
https://grrrgraphics.com/
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/ElectionFraudinAmerica-ANationalDisgrace.pdf
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Open Your Mind to Change - A Guidebook to the Great Awakening by Martin Geddes 

 Certain sections of this 48 page writing is a great read and I will point those sections out. 

 Even though this author was wrong in his prediction of the Trump election as he underestimated the power 

of the dark side, see below, he had the right idea. 
1) The vast election fraud backed by the Chinese Communist Party (and other enemies) cannot be allowed to result in a puppet 

government in the United States. A combination of the Insurrection Act of 1807, Executive Directive 51, Executive Order on 
September 12, 2018 plus the 14th Amendment mean that Job Biden has a 0% chance of becoming President. 

 Download this document here. 

 Read the following Sections: The Storm, Crossing The Schism, Death Of A Supermafia, Coronagate, The 
Wars of Perception of Heaven and Hell and The Digital Coup and The Great Exposure. 

 You will find that Martin Geddes outlines the transnational criminal cartel that is being exposed in the Mike 
Lindel Cyber Symposium notes above.  

 Most these findings folds into my research over the last 17 years plus my Grandfather's research in the 
early 1950's.  These findings are addressed in detail on my web site www.freedomforallseasons.org.  

 Here are some quotes I extracted from Mr. Geddes document. 
1) A deeply embedded crime network has had effective control over the US DOJ, FBI, and CIA — as illustrated by the 

Clintons' magical escapes from justice. A similar purge of corruption and taming of the Federal Reserve was 

attempted under JFK; it failed. The protection that the President needs can only come from a loyal military 
2) Evil uses the authority principle to condition people to obey without questioning what, why or whom they are 

obeying. Destroying your identity to gain power over you is the modus operandi of evil. 
3) To question the veracity of the mass media in the present is not some radical proposition: it is basic common sense, 

grounded in overwhelming historical evidence. These failed media institutions are primarily agents of lawless power, not 

individual liberty. 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-foreign-interference-united-states-election/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-foreign-interference-united-states-election/
https://download.filekitcdn.com/d/uD4MgFRzkTBWxEyK1bXESb/j9ZaPndTVSBd72wvoFZn3d
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
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4) There is essentially no truly independent mass media in the United States at present. The corporate media is in the 
business of power and control over you, not truth to hold power to account. They achieve this by defining — in an 
Orwellian sense — what the very nature of truth is. To them, “truth” is whatever authority tells you it is. Anyone who 
rejects their authority to define reality — and asserts their sovereign right to think for themselves — is ridiculed and 
ostracized.  

5) That the public gorge themselves on comforting lies, much as they do with junk food, is well known. A quote 

(mis?)attributed to John Swinton, former Chief of Staff of the New York Times from c. 1880, 

6)  “Most of the time, we see only what we want to see, or what others tell us to see, instead of really investigate to see what 
is really there. We embrace illusions only because we are presented with the illusion that they are embraced by the 
majority. When in truth, they only become popular because they are pounded at us by the media with such an intensity 
and high level of repetition that its mere force disguises lies and truths. And like obedient schoolchildren, we do not 
question their validity and swallow everything up like medicine. Why? Because since the earliest days of our youth, we 
have been conditioned to accept that the direction of the herd, and authority anywhere — is always right.”  
The fight between false external authority (like the corporate mass media) and the divine right to decide for ourselves (as 

we are self-sovereign) is the essence of this everlasting spiritual war. It is an endless fight against deception, infiltration and 

subversion that demands obedience. We are always having our spiritual, cultural and political beliefs manipulated by 

powerful psychopaths. Our identity is hijacked for their benefit — and our enslavement. 

7) That the public gorge themselves on comforting lies, much as they do with junk food, is well known. A quote 
(mis?)attributed to John Swinton, former Chief of Staff of the New York Times from c. 1880, runs:  
There is no such thing, at this date of the world’s history, in America, as an independent press. …If I allowed my honest 
opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The business of the 
journalists is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his country 
and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press? We are the 
tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks; they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, 
our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.  
To question the veracity of the mass media in the present is not some radical proposition: it is basic common sense, 
grounded in overwhelming historical evidence. These failed media institutions are primarily agents of lawless power, not 
individual liberty.  


